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1, Forwarded herewith are copies of a preliminary report on the interrogation

of . Dr, Wilhelm HOETTL which wa conducted in Salzburg between 25 and 29 March 1953.

The interrogation was begun by 	 k‘Ausing the name i •	 • (see
traces) who was assisted on th evening or 46 	 ch by Mr,Frank Diaries:cot
Grueler, who used the name Willit'Hishop (see traces), •r	 land C	 1.
interrogated on 28/29 March and throughout the interrogat tron.C_	 • • .-1 _:r• •
•lurked in the wings providing invaluable advice and bringing otter into the chaos
of documen.tary material that had been impounded at the time of HOETTL I s arrest,

2. Copies of the attachment are being passed 'to Grueler, iand for this reason
, no special stress hao been laid in th .e report on Zipper personalities or on persons
'closely associated with Grossbahn,

C.
 •	 .-.• i3. At this writing L	 1.3 inclined to offer odds of ten .to nine, or '-

perhaps twenty to nineteen, that HOE111 is not under Soviet control and was unaware
that PONGER and VERBER were Soviet agents. His function in the affair may have

• been to act as unwitting red herring, so that if PONGER t s cravel in Western Austria
• and Germany should come to the attention of an anti-Soviet service, attention woad
be diverted into the channels of evenybody t e normal curiosity about HOETTL t s activ-
•fly. It is also conceivable that PrAIGER, who made a persistent attempt to build
HCETTL into Zipper was merely setting lip an 'approach which was to be made at some
later date, possibly by somebody Axe, after hOETTL had begun to function as' a' -
Zipperite. None of the interrogators believes that HOETTL revealed as little in-
formation about Zipper and other anti-Soviet activities as he claims, but at
present writing we have been unable to-get concrete evidence of diSclosures
beyond those admitted by HOETTL and reported by lesIlhelm KRICIIBAUM•	 • -
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4. Further reports of this interrogation will be forwarded to the addressees
under FAVA dispatches, which vili include additional comment from the Kubark point
of vi:w.
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' Altathment to EAVA-2251
1 April 1953

Interrogation of Dr, Wilhelm HOETTLI Preliminary Report

1. Purpose of Interrogation. The interrogation of Dr. Wilhelm HOETTL which
occurred be peen 25 and 29 March 1953 had four purposes listed in order of priority
as follows:

• a, To determine whether HGETTL is an active Soviet agent,

• b. To determine the extent of HOETTL t s involvement, witting or

.unwitting, in the ToPhOlecomplex.

c. To determine the extent of compromise, witting orunwitting, of
U. S. and other anti-Soviet intelligence operations to hostile intelligence
services,

d. To develop information on HOETTL t s present and past activities and
connections.

2, Circumstances,

a. Arrest. HOETTL was net in Bad Ischl by Special Agent Rolf E, RINGER
about noon on 25 March 1953 and was requested in a friendly manner to accom-
pany RINGER to Salzburg to meet someone who wished to talk to himtur.:her.
HOETTL willingly agrsed to this proposal and was brought to an interrogation•
room on Hellbrumnerstrasse 5. 1111awarrantfor , HOETTIjs ?non Which RINGER'.
had .cerriedmith hinJtaq:119t:served'Until after-S'firetteohours Of'inter6'

.:rogation.
•

b. Search. At the time of HOETTL ts arrest a search was carried out
with proper warrants of his home ill Altanssee and of the office of the .
NibelungerVerlag in Linz. I % sing this search a large quantity of material,
has impomded and subsequently brought to Salzburg .. This material consisted

• of HOETTL t s correlaondence with persons connected with his publishing
business, with his literary activity, and with his clandestine activities.
Also impounded were one pistol, four blank Austrian identity cards ', a sum
of approximately 1,265 pounds in British bank notes (issues 1935 through-
1937) and a false passport issued ostensibly in Liechtenstein during the
war, which bore HOETTL t s picture and a false name,

c, Interrogation. Sessions of interrogation were conducted as follows:-

(1) 25 March 1953, 11400 through 1830 4

(2) 2,6 March 1953, 1000 through 1800, 1930 through .2300 (Note:
This night session covered particularly HOETTL t s association with
PONGER and VERBER and was based on a brief prepared in 0-2 operations
Iron' correspondence between FORGER and HOETTL which had been given to
URGER on a previous occasion.)
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(3) 27 March 1953, no interrogation was cJnducted on this date.

(h) : 2849 March 1953, 11200 to 0500. This interrogation was con.
• ducted with the polygraph machine. 	 -

All interrogation after 25 March 1953 was recorded on tape. This tape
is now being copied on to other tapes so that interested agencies will
have a: copy. A transcription is being made in Salzburg.

d. Research of Impounded Material. A team of document analysts from
MIS was assigned to screen through the material impounded-at HORTTL I s homo
and office and to mark for holding that which was of interest to Us.
Simultaneously research was conducted on the impounded material to support
the interrogation while it was going on. It was estimated that the impounded
material amounted to 20,000 pages. On 28 March 1953 P hotographing , of this
material was begun.

e. Confinement.

HOETTL was confined between sessions of interrogation in . com-
fortable quarters near:Salzburg. He was furnished  a typewriter and
paper and was asked to prepare written .reports in answer to certain
questions given him,

(2) From 29 March 1953 Fr mu. was placed in solitary confinement
In a less comfortable cell nearSalzbUrg. He was given a typewriter
and paper with instructions that he should write down anything which
he thought might help /Ail. or us in a set r.sfactory disposal of his case,

• ,The confining authority was instructed that should he request an inter...
view with any of his interrogators he was to record on paper anything
that he wished to say and that thie would be given consideration by the
authorities. ,

3• Summary of Conclusions. The interrogator considers that, although 4
considerable amount of IETEITRition was recorded during the proceeS of interroga-
tion, the interrogation nevertheless failed in its main aims. Conclusionsp-which
Will be the subject of future detailed reports, can be'summarized,aS follows:

, .a• It was not possible for the interrogators to determine whether
HOETTL is a witting Soviet agent. HOETTL claims that he is not a Soviet
agent and points vehemently to what he affects to consider a consistent
record of anti-Soviet and anti-Communist activity,

b. It was not possible to deterMine whether MOtirL was a witting .
member of the Taphole complex or whether he was aware that Kurt PONGER
was under control of Soviet intelligence. He stated that he believed
from the first PONGER t s statement to him that PONGER had been a Captain
in the OSS befere becoming 'an interrogator at Nurnberg. He further stated
that at no time in his association with PONGER, which began in Nurnberg
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and continued infrequently through October 1952, did FORGER indicate
leftist inclinations or display curiosity about HOETTL's clandestine acti...
vities, HOETTL claims, that he first thought FORGER to be a Vienna represen-
tative of Amt Gehlen and that later be concluded from PONGER's conversations
and ' interests that he had some loose connection with the Israeli Intelligence
Service. He states, however, that he never considered at any time that
PONGER was an active member of any intellitence service. According to HOETTL,
FORGER appeared to be the least intelligen# member of the group Whom HOETTL
met. Concerning LAUBER, HOETTL says that this man was reticent and quiet
and seemed to have no particular interest 's in common with the others except
photography. Concerning VeraprONGER, whom-HOETTL met on one occasion for a
period of 1-4 hours, .according to his own statement, he says that he formed
the impression that sho dominated her; husband. He adds that upon learning
through the newspapers that FORGER and VERPBR. were alleged to be Soviet
agents he assumed that VERBER was the leader of the team but that Vera
POKER played an important and possibly dominant role. When faced in the
interrogation with the two_alternatives: that he was a witting member of
the Soviet-controlled Tophole complex or that he 'vas a complete dupe, HOETTL
refused to accept either alternative. Being a proud man, he argued at
length against the accusation that he must have been a fool to be taken in
by PCNGER and at the same time maintained that he never in any way tumbled
to the true affiliations of the VERBER-PONGER family although he was aware
that the PONGEFs resided in a Soviet sector of Vienna,

c. HOETTL stated that the only rersons engaged in intelligence whom
he discussed with FORGER or FORGER'S associates were as follows:

.(1) WilhelmikRICHBAUM. NOETTL stated that KRICHBAGM was a mutual
• aCquaintance of PONGER and himself at Nurnberg where KRICHBAUM in his

capacity as former chief of the Secret Field Police was a witness, In
• the meetings with KRICHBAUN, which have been reported elsewhere, HOETTL
• claims that PONGM took the initiative in discussing Amt Gehien. HOETTL'

further claims that PONGER knew of .KRICHBAUN T s association with Amt
Gehlen from some source unknown to HOETTL. HOETTL stated that he knew
that PONGER net KRICHBAUM on occasion when HOETTL was not present but
stated that he did not know what was discussed at these meetings. ,He
added that he did not believe that KRICIPAUN is a Soviet agent but made
his statement in such a tone as to indicate that a good deal of suspicion
does attach to KRICHBAUN. (This Off-hand or indirect type of slander was
Characteristic of all HOETTL's remarks concerning previous colleagues _ .
except his remarks about Anton BOEHM.)

(2) Josef Adolf URBAN, HOETTL stated that PONGEE on leveral occa-
sions mentioned URBAN's name to HOETTL and indicated that he was aware
that URBAN is engaged in intelligence activity for some Western power
or powers. It should be noted that at the present time HOETTL and
URBAN appear to be enemies and that it would be natural for HOETTL to
atteMpt to discredit URBAN by stating that PONGER had mentioned his
name and thereby implying that URBAN is an agent of PONGER.
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(3) OFCZAREK % HOETTL recounted the meeting with OFCZAHEK which

occurred au the Alserber“ustoms Station on the Austro■German border
in essentially the Same terms as this meeting was reported elsewhere
by ETICHBAUM. According to HOETTL, after OnZAREK's car had departed,
he and KRICHRAUM mentioned the name SCHAEFER and PONGER wno had just
'cone out of the customs office said "Oh, you mean OKZARDC," and then
made some reMark about OFCZAREK's being engaged in espionage.actiVitY
because he wae passed quickly through customs by the .guards.

(4) Hildegard"BEETZ. HOETTL stated that in a restaurant in
Dusseldorf during the October trip through Germany he encountered
Hildegard BEETZ who was having lunch with a party of eight Or ten at
a'large table in the restaurant. PONGER wns not present. HOETTL
apnroached BEETZ anu spoke with her for several minutes• . During this
time, BEETZ stated that she had recently Married and that she did not
wish to resume any of her previous intelligence asIgaittions. When
asked about the present whereabouts of one Captain7FLEX, Whom HOETTL
had known as an American interrogating officer, BEETZ stated that she
believed FLEX to be in Berlin. HOETTL admitted that he subsequently
mentioned BEETZ's name to PONGER and that POWER appeared to know some-
thing about her.

A large number of names (50-75) were mentioned during the interrogation by
HOETTL or by the interrogators. In each case that a name was mentioned
the interrogator asked whether the Aare had been discussed with PONGER. In
each case, HOETTL said either that it had not been discussed or thnt if it
had, he did not remember. None of the names which he admitted might have
been discussed Were connected with the Tophole case insoft!ar as the interrXt.-
gator knows. In any event on such_names as BOEHM, Kax1AAAS, specific
members of the Gehlen'group and specific members of the group . of Amt Blank,
HOETTL stated that no mention was ever made and no curiosity Over displayed
by PONGER. HOETTL admitted that hemaY ‘ haya disCussed such names as ICERNMetR,
a personal enemy, and that (Genera]. ErwinOtAHOUSEN may have come up because
LAHOUSEN was known to be a source of material for HOETTL I s'books. In.sprimarY.
9DETTL claimed that he did not blow to Soviet intelligence anybody who is
engaged in sensitive activity against the Soviets who was not already known
to PONGEE. Concerning Amt Gehlen, HOETTL stated that he always had the
impression that PONGER knew more than he himself did and he 'added that both
Gehlen and HEINZ were discussed only as organizations and never as personali-
ties. He admitted that PONGER urged him repeatedly to become a member of
Amt Gehlen, saying that undoubtedly Amt Cehlen was the future German Intelli-
gence Service and giving as his arguments the fact that the Americans had
spent millions of dollars building up Amt Gehlen and would never permit
another group to become important in German Intelligence. When asked whether
he knew that PONGER had attempted to make a connection between HOETTL and
American intelligenccin the spring of 1950, HOETTL affected complete sun-
nrise and stated that he had no idea that this had happened and no idea uhy
PONGER should have made such an attempt.



d. In the course of the interrogation, considerable valuable informs"
tion was developed on HOETTL I s past and current activities. This ilabrma..
tion supported as it is by the documents impounded in the search of HGETTLIs
quarters and office Will be written up as tine permits ancrdisseminated to
interested customers. The impounded material includes diagrams of the
organization' which HOETTL was attempting to set up for HEINZ ant' which he
later attempted to sell to Amt Gehlen. These diagrams include source lists
of ' principal, agents' and of agents. .It is interesting that these source
lists include only the names of notorious fabricators or of professional
middlemen. There are no namoa on the list 'of persons who honestly collect
intelligence, and all of the persons listed are, like HOETTL'himselfs
primarily operations officers and arrangers. R)ETTL admitted that with the
exCeption of several special cases he had never himself handled an agent
directlY, either under the Nazi 'system or during the period folloning the
war. He also admitted quite freely that he did not know the teehniques of
espionage at the collecting level and that he never considered himself to .
be a technician in this field, ha-ring always been concerned with the larger
picture and with organizing operations at the tee level.

e. The interrogators have the impression that HOETTL is definitely
concealing information on a number Of points. He*owethsentititiWinhe*
polYgrapheXatihetion4toail?.questicineYpertainifigAo theconceelment:Or
destruetion: Of:doCuments:and, although he stated that he had not destroyed"
his files nor had he hidden other portions of his files outside of his houses
the interrogators are convinced that some destruction or concealment has
taken place. Technically HOETTL•is,not:physiolegicallYytestahle brPolys;
graph, liei:./.1. 10Whloo d pressuretpnd .Ta circUlatory-defect7whickmake*:the
recording of rhange s in his pulse rate and olcod pressure almost meaningless.

:Jt-:WaSeharadteristi6Ofhie. reectiopeTen::the;pelygraph:.,maChine:thetthe
.:strongest reepOnSe:WaS::hadeltp'aAueStionwhichwi::absolutelyanskit4at
he wan:not:lying.H.:.I“SA*s97;.Ohr#ote;i0tic:thathOmadte061.M.SomP:TesPect
to every question and that his breathing showed throughout a feeling'of \

AensiOni From thesn observations, which will be reported technidally by
another interrogator, and from direct obeervation during the course .of the . .
interrogation, the interrogators are convinced that HOETTL is lying about
or concealing some piece of information which to HOETTL is extremely
important. This piece of inforgation nay be Cspnected with his knowledge
of the relations between AntpletOEHM and OttoXPOIISCHNING. The interrogators
have various theories about what HOETTL is concealing but the theories are
all unsupported by concrete evidence. It is possible that he is a Soviet .
agent in contact with the Soviet-controlled Tophole . complex, either through
PONGER or through somebody else,' - It is-possible that he is a Soviet agent

. who nevertheless was unaware of PO.FGER's affiliation .: It is possible that
he is not a Soviet agent but is involved in some intrigue involving the
.future German Intelligence Service and present German intelligence groups
wh i ch he cannot afford to reveal to Americans. This last theory is partly
surnorted by number of curious circumstances surrounding t!- . .e recent
behavior by members of the Oehlen group and by members of other U.S.-spon-
sored intelligence operations which employ fcreer German intelligence officersa



Finally, it is possible that HOETTL is sincere in his statements that he
expects Mr. Allan Welsh Dulles. to take personal cognizance of his Ca30
and that he is under the impression that his present interrogators are
hostile to Mr. Dull es. This fourth •heery would explain his reactions
to interrogation, but the theory cannot be accepted unless we assume that
HOETTL is naive about the present organization of American intelligence.
Such naivete is unlikely. In any event, the fourth theory will be tested
In the next interrogation.

Lt. nature Plans.

a. FUrther Interrogation. MOETTL is at present in solitary confine-
ment, where it is planned that he will remain until 3 April 1953 when he
will be reinterrogated. The decision to release Mn is being delved..
until Ins reaction to solitary confinement can be learned.

. .b. Reoolts.. It Is planned to follow this preliminary report with a
series ariarrdetailed reports.

(1) HOETTL's reactions to the arrest of VERBER an 	 Kd POER. HOETTLIs
immediate read:Ca-Iwhen he learned , through the press of the arrest of

• VERBER and PONGER are recorded in part in capiespondence between himself
and his chief assistant,j3aron)Heinrich va-ST, as well as in his

• report to Ruperiitit i.ML and his - teport to Holf E. RINGER. A separate
report will be prepared covering this material.

(2) Personalities. The large number of personalities which have
been mentioned during the course of the interrogation will be listed in
a separate report with HOETTLts comment? on each personality summarized.

•This report will be of some value in the ToPhole investigation and will•

be of considerable value in the continuing counter-intelligence study
• of HOETTL's activities.

.(3) Assessment of HOETTL. A report summarizing the assessment of
MOETTL is a personality will be prepared. This assessment will include
impressions formed by the interrogators, facts established concerning
HOETTL I s intelligence activity and capability, and r esults of study of
docunents impounded.	 - -

.'(4) HOETTL's Correspondence with PONGER. A special report on the
• correspondence-between-the Central European Press and :VETT:, is being
prepared which will include' the correspondence itself as well as -
HOETTL t s responses to the intensive interrogation on this sabject con-
dulted during the evening hours of 26 March 1953.

(5) Impounded Material. The material irpounded during the search
of .MOETTL t s house and office is being phctographed and copies of these
photographs mill be made available for incorporation into appropriate
files. In the Course of time, research will be done 'on this material -
both in Austria and in Washington, and it is probable that a series of
reports will issue froth this research.'
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c. ..Prem Action. Press releases have been prepared.in . thelkient that
public caiMilb7—Crancorning HOETTL is 'arrest brirge pressurstohear on'Y

•ameriCan authOrities in Austria. If the Department orJustioe'Câncnrelit -
-- is our present desire to issue at some tins in the fair, a press re/ease

which wil/ implicate HMV. directly lath Kurt POWER.- The purpose of thin A
•Airese'reloase is to insure that Humus is discredited once and for all with
German Intelligence Screicen, and thereby to prevent his contdiumid harries-
ment of the United States by the prOceSsinethrougb various *channels of ,•

fabricated inte/ligence.


